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Coexisting inequivalent orientations of C60 on Ag„001…
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X-ray photoelectron diffraction has been used to determine the molecular orientation of C60 adsorbed as a
monolayer on the Ag~001! surface. From an extended comparison to single scattering cluster calculations, we
find the presence of two inequivalent prevailing molecular orientations of the C60 cage, as well as a consider-
able fraction of rotationally not-ordered molecules. In this system, scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!
investigations have shown the presence of two differently imaged molecules that the authors proposed to
originate from different bonding states@E. Giudiceet al., Surf. Sci.405, L561 ~1998!#. Our analysis suggests
a relation between imaging property and rotational order or not-order, while the two prevailing orientations are
not distinguished by the existing STM data in this case.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.125406 PACS number~s!: 79.60.Dp, 61.48.1c, 68.55.Jk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic structure and the growth mode of C60 mol-
ecules on different metal and semiconductor surfaces h
attracted much interest in the last few years. Depending
the substrate, single layers of C60 molecules have been foun
in different geometrical arrangements and bonding stat1

To optimize the bonding with the surface, the molecules
arrange in some preferred orientations, can become disto
and, in some cases, induce structural instability and rec
struction of the substrate.1,2 Therefore, an important propert
of these systems is the molecular orientation of the cage
respect to the surface, which is directly related to the in
facial interaction between the substrate and the molecule

Recently, angle scanned x-ray photoelectron diffract
~XPD! has been successfully used to determine the molec
orientation of C60 adsorbed on different metallic surfaces.3 In
these studies, the C60 molecules have been found to arran
in a variety of different orientations, and the C60–C60 inter-
action has been found to be an important parameter for
final bonding configuration.4 In all the cases investigated s
far, the experimental data are well explained if only o
molecular orientation is taken into account~all the orienta-
tions that can be obtained by rotating the C60 cage around the
surface normal by a symmetry angle of the substrate
equivalent!. In the C60/Cu~111! and C60/Al ~111! ordered
monolayer systems, where photoelectron diffraction
served that the C60 cage is sitting on a hexagon, scanni
tunneling microscopy~STM! was able to identify the mo
lecular orientation of the molecules and confirmed that
majority of the molecules are arranged in the orientat
found with photoelectron diffraction.5

Experimental indications on the possible coexistence
different cage orientations on a surface come from scann
tunneling microscopy~STM!. Recently, Houet al.6 have
shown by means of STM that different molecular orien
tions are present at the same time for C60 adsorbed on a
semiconductor surface like Si(111)-(737). In other cases
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where it was not possible to resolve the internal electro
structure, STM images show molecules that appear dim
molecules that appear bright. This contrast has been
plained in terms of substrate reconstruction and/or electro
structure differences of molecules adsorbed on inequiva
sites.7,8 For example, STM was not able to resolve the o
entation of the molecules in the C60/Pd~110! monolayer,
where photoelectron diffraction found that the C60 cage is
sitting on a pentagon–hexagon bond, but it showed that th
are two different kinds of molecules~dim and bright!, which
were due to a substrate reconstruction.8

The C60/Ag~001! ordered monolayer~ML ! is another in-
teresting system where STM images exhibit dim and bri
molecules.9 On Ag~001!, C60 strongly interacts with the
substrate10 forming ac(634) superlattice and, in average,
is in a charge state close to22.11 The dim/bright contrast
observed by STM has been tentatively explained by Giud
et al.9 supposing that it originates from different bondin
states of the C60 molecules. The bright molecules are a
ranged in many small domains of differently ordered stru
tures, without exhibiting long-range order.9 This behavior is
not observed in films deposited and measured at temp
tures lower than room temperature~RT!, where all C60 cages
appear equivalent in STM.

Here we show an extended comparison between ph
electron diffraction data and single-scattering cluster~SSC!
calculations, which indicates that the ordered C60 monolayer
on the Ag~001! surface is characterized by the presence
two inequivalent molecular orientations. It will be discuss
to what extent the two different molecular orientations m
be related to the two C60 species, as seen in STM images

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements have been performed in a mod
VG ESCALAB 220 spectrometer,12 in ultrahigh vacuum
conditions with a base pressure of about 1310210mbar.
Core level spectra and XPD patterns have been obtained
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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citing the electrons by means of a conventional Mg Ka x-ray
source and collecting the photoelectrons with an overall
ergy resolution of about 1 eV and an angular resolution
'5°.

The XPD patterns are obtained by moving the polar a
azimuthal angles of the sample with respect to the analy
with the angle between the x-ray source and the elec
analyzer fixed to 54°.

The Ag~001! surface has been cleaned by cycles of A1

sputtering (E'400 eV) and annealing up to 800 K. Surfa
cleanliness and order have been checked by valence
and core level photoemission spectroscopy and low ene
electron diffraction~LEED!.

Pure C60 powder ~99.9%! has been sublimated from
titanium crucible using an evaporation rate of'0.2 ML/min.
The ordered ML has been obtained by evaporating the60
molecules on the Ag~001! surface kept atT'600 K. Using
this preparation procedure the molecules form an orde
close packed single layer, presenting ac(634) LEED pat-
tern, where the C60–C60 distance is'10.4 Å.9,10

III. CALCULATION DETAILS

All the possible C60 molecular orientations with respect t
the surface can be described using a set of three Euler An
~f, u, C!.13 We have defined these angles, considering
rotation operations that are needed to bring a C60 molecule
sitting on a hexagon to a particular but arbitrary orientat
under consideration, as shown in Fig. 1. We indicate~x, y, z!
as the Cartesian coordinate system of the molecule sittin
a hexagon, and for now we will call this particular orient
tion thestandardorientation. The anglef describes the ro-
tation operation about thez axis of the molecule in thestan-
dard orientation, which transforms~x, y, z! into (x8,y8,z8
[z); the angleu describes the rotation operation about t

FIG. 1. Definition of the three Euler angles used to describe
C60 molecular orientations~see text for details!.
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y8 axis, which transforms (x8,y8,z8) into (x9,y9,[y8,z9);
and finally, the angleC describes the rotation operatio
about the z9 axis, which transforms (x9,y9,z9) into
(x-,y-,z-[z9). In the following,C will be called the azi-
muthal orientation angle. The Euler angles~f, u, C! defined
in this way have an immediate interpretation with respec
the orientation of the C60 molecular cage: the angles~f, u!
define the particular molecular axis that is perpendicular
the substrate surface, and the angleC defines the rotation of
the molecule around this axis.

Figure 2 displays a stereographic projection of the up
half of a C60 cage sitting on a hexagon, in ourstandard
orientation. The center of the plot corresponds tou50°, the
border tou590°. Open circles indicate the carbon atom
while the lines indicate the hexagon–hexagon and hexag
pentagon bonds. Due to theI h symmetry of the C60 mol-
ecule, only molecular axes pointing from the center of t
cage through 1/12th of a hexagon or through 1/10th of
adjoining pentagon~shaded region in Fig. 2! represent in-
equivalent orientational configurations.14 All the other orien-
tations can be obtained by the proper symmetry opera
from one of these inequivalent configurations.

In our R-factor analysis for a single molecular orientatio
we have sampled the shaded region in Fig. 2, containing
location of all inequivalent molecular axes, considering a
of 112 discrete orientations~f, u!. For each orientation~f,
u! of the molecular axis we have then varied the azimut
orientationC of the molecule from 0° to 90° in steps of 2
consistent with the fourfold symmetry of the Ag~001! sur-
face. Then we have performed for each orientation sing
scattering cluster calculations for individual C60 molecules,
with no substrate present.

In the case of two coexisting inequivalent orientations,
each series of calculations, and for each of the two m
ecules, the shaded area in Fig. 2 was sampled using 38

e

FIG. 2. Stereographic projection of the upper half of a C60 cage
sitting on a hexagon in ourstandardorientation, where thex andy
axes of Fig. 1 are also shown. The@110# direction of the substrate
corresponds to thex axis. The shaded area contains the locations
all the inequivalent molecular axes of the C60 molecule.
6-2
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crete orientations of the molecular axes, and the two m
ecules were then independent from each other azimuth
rotated in steps of 5°. In this case, again considering
fourfold symmetry of the substrate, 383383(90°/5°)
3(90°/5°)5467 856 calculations were needed to obtain
first result. Then the analysis was refined around the loca
of the so-obtained minimum of theR factor. Then again we
have performed for each couple of orientations sing
scattering cluster calculations for C60 molecules, with no
substrate present.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3~a! shows the experimental C 1s XPD from the
ordered C60 monolayer grown on the Ag~001! surface. The
data were measured in forward scattering condition (Ek
'970 eV) and are represented as stereographic projec
in gray scale~white: maximum intensity!. The center corre-
sponds to normal emission and the border to the maxim
grazing angle measured~84°!. The orientation of the sub
strate, as determined by the XPD pattern of the Ag 3d5/2 core
level, is also indicated. In order to enhance the statist
accuracy, the experimental pattern of Fig. 3~a! has been azi-
muthally averaged, exploiting the rotational fourfold symm
try of the substrate. This procedure did not produce any e
features with respect to the raw data. The background
been determined by linearly interpolating the photoemiss
signal below and above the intensity of the C 1s photoemis-
sion peak. Different background subtraction procedures g
similar results and do not affect the conclusions of this wo

The clear diffraction pattern indicates that a considera

FIG. 3. Stereographic projections in a gray scale representa
of ~a! experimental XPD pattern of the ordered C60 ML on the
Ag~001! surface,~b! calculated SSC pattern obtained consider
one inequivalent molecular orientation,~c! calculated SSC pattern
obtained considering two inequivalent molecular orientations.~See
text for details.!
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fraction of C60 molecules are not freely rotating on the su
face, and that preferred orientations of the cage
present.3,4 In a first attempt, we tried to explain the observ
pattern, taking into account one single molecular orientat
with respect to the surface. The analysis was performed
minimizing theR factor, which was carried out by compa
ing the experimental diffraction pattern to single scatter
cluster calculations obtained by varying the C60 molecular
orientation~f, u, C! with respect to the substrate~see Ref. 4
and Sec. II for details!.

In our system, the best result is obtained with the C60 cage
sitting close to an edge atom, and the corresponding ca
lated SSC pattern is shown in Fig. 3~b!. A stereographic
representation of theR factor is shown in gray scale in Fig
4~a!, which indicates also the stereographic projection of
C60 cage in thestandardorientation. The filled circles indi-
cate the carbon atoms, while the lines indicate the hexag
hexagon and hexagon–pentagon bonds, as already desc
in Sec. II. Each point of the plot gives the value of theR
factor when that particular direction@molecular axis~f, u!#
of the C60 cage is perpendicular to the substrate surface,
the gray scale value gives the minimum value of theR factor
from all the azimuthal orientationsC of the C60 cage. This
enables us to give a simple two-dimensional representa
of the R factor, although it depends on three paramet
which are the Euler angles that describe the molecular or
tation. We clearly see that the minimum of theR factor is
obtained when the C60 molecules are sitting close to an edg
atom ~f5307°, u522.5°, C526°!, as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

Comparing Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, it is evident, however, tha
the agreement between SSC calculation and experime
data is poorer than that found in the other systems inve
gated so far with the same method,3,4 possibly suggesting the
coexistence of several orientations. We have, therefore,
formed a new series of simulations, assuming the presenc
two inequivalent orientations populated with differe
weights~see Sec. II for details!. We find that the best result i
achieved when the two inequivalent orientations are alm
equally populated~45615% versus 55615%!. The resulting
best-fit SSC calculation is shown in Fig. 3~c!. In this case,
there is excellent agreement with the experimental data
confirmed by the significantly improvedR factor ~from 0.19
to 0.15!. This supports the existence of two kinds of orie
tationally inequivalent C60 molecules on the surface.

on

FIG. 4. ~a! Stereographic representation of theR factor and~b!
illustration of the C60 molecular orientation resulting from SSC ca
culations which take into account one inequivalent molecular
entation~see text for details!. In ~b! the @110# substrate direction is
indicated.
6-3
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A two-dimensional representation of the obtainedR fac-
tor, similar to Fig. 4~a!, is plotted in Fig. 5~a! superimposed
to a stereographic projection of the C60 cage. We note tha
the R factor now depends on six parameters, which are
angles (f1 ,u1 ,C1) and (f2 ,u2 ,C2) that describe the two
orientations of the molecules. In order to reduce the num
of parameters, as in the case of one orientation, each poi
the plot in Fig. 5~a! shows the minimum value of theR factor
from all the azimuthal orientations of both molecules. Th
procedure reduces the number of parameters from six to f
Moreover, every point of the plot has an intensity that c
responds to the value of theR factor obtained by orienting
one molecule according to the particular point consider
and the other in the position which gives the best agreem
with the experimental data. This further step reduces
number of parameters from four to two and enables us
simply visualize the behavior of theR factor as a function of
both molecular orientations. The molecular orientations c
responding to the minimumR factor, indicated by a circle
~molecule 1:f5283°, u526°, C538°! and a square~mol-
ecule 2:f5324°, u519°, C55°! in Fig. 5~a!, are sche-
matically shown in Fig. 5~b!. We note that the two orienta
tions can be obtained by tilting a molecule sitting on an ed
atom ~molecular axis:f5300°, u523.8°! by about 9° to-
wards a pentagon~molecule 1: relative weight 45615%! or
towards a hexagon–hexagon bond~molecule 2: relative
weight 55615%!.

The more immediate interpretation of this result is that
two inequivalent molecular orientations correspond to
two different types of molecules~bright and dim!, as ob-
served by STM9. According to Giudiceet al.,9 the C60 mol-
ecules, arranged in ac(634) ordered structure, are all si
ting in equivalent sites and only a quite different electr
density of states on the two kinds of molecules can exp
the apparent 2 Å difference in height observed by STM. Th
can happen if there are two different electronic states co
sponding to the two differently oriented molecules, and/o
the STM tip sees a different electron charge density on
two kinds of molecules, due to the fact that the charge is

FIG. 5. ~a! Stereographic representation of theR factor and~b!
illustration of the C60 molecular orientations resulting from SS
calculations which take into account two inequivalent molecu
orientations~see text for details!. In ~b! the@110# substrate direction
is indicated.
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uniformly distributed on the cage.15 If there are two different
bonding states, which depend on the C60 orientation, this
must be reflected in the shape of the valence band and o
C 1s core level photoemission spectra. However, valen
band16 and high resolution core level17 photoemission spec
tra, measured on this system, do not show any clear evide
of the presence of two different bonding states. In fact,
photoemission valence band spectrum of the C60 film, depos-
ited at low temperature where all the C60 cage appear equiva
lent in the STM images,9 is the same as the one measur
when the two kinds of molecules are present.16 On the other
hand, the C 1s core level is characterized by a pronounc
line shape asymmetry, an intense plasmon loss at'0.45 eV
and by a full width at half-maximum of'2 eV,17 which does
not allow to resolve a possible core level shift between
two species. This indicates that only a slightly differe
charge transfer may exist between the two types of m
ecules seen in STM images, which cannot explain the h
bright/dim contrast. Moreover, we note that the two orien
tions that we find are very close to each other. Based
calculations for isolated molecules,15 they are thus not ex-
pected to show significantly different densities of states
the STM tip ~see Fig. 5!, which would be necessary to ex
plain the huge contrast seen in STM images. As a con
quence, it is questionable to establish a direct corresp
dence between the two inequivalent orientations that we
and the two types of molecules seen in STM images. In f
we recall that in the C60/Pd~110! system, which shows simi
lar bright/dim contrast in STM images, photoelectron d
fraction indicates that only one orientation of the cage
present.8 In that case, the STM contrast is due to pure top
graphical effects, and originates from a reconstruction of
substrate.

A simple explanation of the bright and dim molecul
contrast in STM images invokes a possible reconstruction
the substrate. We propose that the adsorption site for the
molecules is produced by a vacancy of one silver atom. A
consequence, the dim molecules sit almost in the sec
layer. In this case, the height difference of about 2 Å seen in
STM9 is well explained, because the distance between
first and the second layer in Ag~001! is 2.04 Å. Moreover,
the low degree of long-range order between the two type
molecules seen in STM may be explained by the limit
mobility of the silver ad-atoms that were removed from t
first layer in forming the vacancy adsorption sites. We no
however, that from our data there is no direct evidence fo
local substrate reconstruction and that this hypothesis is f
speculative. We did not observe any surface core level s
in the Ag 3d photoemission spectrum. However, if any, th
shift is expected to be very small18 and well below our ex-
perimental resolution (DE'1 eV). In addition, the Ag 3d
XPD pattern measured after the deposition of the C60 mol-
ecules did not show any new diffraction features with resp
to that of the pristine Ag~100! surface. However, also in thi
case, the photoelectron diffraction signal coming from t
top layer atoms would be drowned by the strong contrib
tions from all other layers. In any case, if a local substr
reconstruction takes place, we again cannot establish a d
correspondence between the bright/dim sites seen in S
images and the two molecular orientations found by XPD

r
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There is yet another possible model that can reconcile
XPD data with the STM images. A problem that we encou
ter in our simulations is that the scattering anisotropy of
best fit SSC calculations is'15%, more than twice the valu
found in the experimental data~'6%!, while in other
C60/metal adsorbate systems experimental and calcul
anisotropies match each other well. A possible explanatio
that not all the C60 cages are oriented in the two configur
tions discussed above, but that a fraction of molecule
randomly oriented with respect to the surface. In this ca
the bright and dim molecules might be related to the ori
tationally ordered and ‘‘disordered’’ C60 cages. We have per
formed a simulation with 60% of the molecules in the orie
tations 1 and 2 discussed above, plus 40% of orientation
disordered molecules, which contribute to the calcula
XPD pattern with a constant background. The resulting S
pattern is obviously identical to that of Fig. 3~c!, but the
anisotropy is now 6%, as in the experimental data. By co
parison with the STM images,9 which show that the dim
molecules are about the 60%, we can suppose that the
molecules produce the XPD pattern, while the bright m
ecules are randomly oriented on the surface and cause
reduction of the anisotropy in the experimental pattern.
this case, in the ordered monolayer there are 27% molec
in the orientation 1~45% of the ordered/dim molecules! and
33% molecules in the orientation 2~55% of the ordered/dim
molecules!; and STM is not able to distinguish the differe
orientations.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Full-hemispherical x-ray photoelectron diffraction h
been used to determine the molecular orientation of C60 ad-
sorbed as a monolayer on the Ag~001! surface. From an ex-
tended comparison to single-scattering cluster calculatio
we have shown that this experimental technique is able
distinguish two coexisting inequivalent orientations of C60

molecules adsorbed on a surface. We have discussed d
ent models to try to understand whether the two differ
molecular orientations may be related to the two C60 species
seen in STM images. The most consistent interpretation
our data and the STM images is that the dim/bright contr
is due to orientationally ordered and disordered molecu
and/or to a local substrate reconstruction. In particular,
have found a correlation between the number of molecu
showing dim contrast in STM images with the number
molecules showing rotational order. In both models the
currence of the two well-discriminated molecular orien
tions does not seem to be relevant for explaining the d
bright contrast.
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